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Why Transferability is Important
■ Current status of information extraction

■ Domains: news, biomedical, clinical, legal, agriculture
■ Languages: English, Chinese, Spanish, Arabic
■ Number of Target Types: 3-100+ for entity recognition, ~100 for relation extraction, 33/38 for

event extraction
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High-resource domains

Transfer

Low-resource domains

■ However, for other languages and domains, learning resources are insufficient.



A “Typical” Neural Model for IE
■ Top-down classification: given a text, the model aims to classify each token or

each pair of tokens into one of the target types
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OneIE
(Lin et al., 2020)

■ Pros: can extract mentions with high quality
■ Cons: require a large amount of annotations; cannot transfer to new domains or languages



Challenge 1: Cross-type Transfer

■ How to transfer the knowledge and resources from old types to new types
with little to no annotations?
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◻ Type-agnostic semantic mapping between mentions and types – (common semantic
space for both mentions and types)
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◻ Type-agnostic inference from unstructured text to (structured) mentions



Challenge 2: Cross-lingual Transfer

■ How to transfer the knowledge and resources across languages, especially
from high-resource languages to low-resource languages?
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◻ Language universal resources, e.g., Wikipedia markups, linguistic knowledge bases,
data annotation projection

English
Italian

Common Feature Space
for English and Italian

(Conneau et al., 2018)

◻ Common semantic or feature space across languages



Challenge 3: Continual Learning

■ How to continually update the model on new annotations or tasks while
retaining the capability learned from old tasks?
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(Cao et al., 2020)

◻ Catastrophic Forgetting: the model’s performance on previously learned tasks
significantly drops after it is trained on new data
■ Solutions: experience replay, knowledge distillation, regularization, task-specific adapter

(Wiewel et al., 2019)

◻ Knowledge Transfer: transfer the knowledge from old tasks to new tasks



Cross-type Transfer: Type-agnostic Semantic Mapping

■ Learning label representations based on a few seed examples, e.g., triggers
for event extraction, entity-relation instances for relation extraction
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(Bronstein et al., 2015)
(Han et al., 2021)

How to select the best seed examples?
semantic popularity

TF-IDF
…



Cross-type Transfer: Type-agnostic Semantic Mapping

■ Learning label representations based on type descriptions
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How to best describe the types?

◻ Cross-attention Encoding: for each token in an input sentence, learn a type-specific 
representation by concatenating the sentence with the type description

◻ Modeling the negative class (other): for each token, learn a negative class specific 
representation based on the max-pooling of all type-specific representations



Cross-type Transfer: Type-agnostic Semantic Mapping

■ Learning label and mention representations based on structures
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Unseen Types

Seen Types

Available 
Annotations Corporate sponsors contributed

cash, mattresses, rice to reach 
remote Orang Asli villages.

New Event Mention

(Huang et al., 2018)
Large-Scale Target Event Ontology



Cross-type Transfer: Type-agnostic Semantic Mapping

■ Which form provides the best label representations?
◻ Detect mentions for each type by taking a type specific representation as a prompt

(Wang et al., 2022)
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• (a) Type Name
• (b) Seed Examples
• (c) Definition
• (d) Type Structure
• (e) Soft Prompt
• (f) APEX Prompt (

combination of a-d)

e.g., “Attack”



Cross-type Transfer: Type-agnostic Semantic Mapping

■ Which form provides the best label representations?
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(Wang et al., 2022)

• It’s hard to determine if the definition
is appropriate

• e.g., “a person entity begins
working or change office” for
Personnel:Start-Position.

• APEX Prompt generally performs well

• Seeds Triggers are not always
selected as the best

• e.g., extermination for Life:Die
• e.g., paralyzed, dismember for

Life:Injure

Performance on all novel event types of ACE under Zero-shot transfer



Cross-type Transfer: QA-based Event Extraction

■ Questions are constructed based on templates for each role and the 
predicted answer serves as the extracted argument (Du and Cardie, 2020)
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Questions for events

Questions for arguments

◻ The input sequences for the two QA models share a standard BERT-style format: [CLS] 
<question> [SEP] <sentence> [SEP]



Cross-type Transfer: QA-based Event Extraction

■ Questions can also be automatically generated in an unsupervised way (Liu
et al., 2020)
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Template-based query topic

Context-dependent expression



Cross-type Transfer: QA-based Event Extraction

■ Impact of pretraining on MRC datasets
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Performance on different ratios of EE training data 

DA: pre-train the question answering model on MRC datasets

(Liu et al., 2020)

◻ Using 10% of EE training data, the approach achieves comparable performance as the 
baseline without MRC-based pre-training that is trained on 70% of the training set.

◻ Without using any event annotations, the approach still achieves 37% F-score under 
zero-shot transfer



Cross-type Transfer: QA-based Event Extraction

■ Query and Extract: directly take event type and argument roles as query to
extract event triggers and arguments (Wang et al., 2022). 
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1. Encode a sentence and a
type-specific query together

2. Learn a type-specific
contextual rep. for each token
based on attention mechanisms

3. Predict a binary label for
each token



Cross-type Transfer: QA-based Event Extraction

■ Query-and-Extract: rely more on semantic mapping between mentions and
types rather than machine reading comprehension (Wang et al., 2022)
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Model Trigger Extraction Argument Extraction

BERT_QA (Du and Cardie, 2020) 31.6 17.0

Query_and_Extract (Wang et al., 2022) 47.8 43.0

Performance on all novel event types of ACE under Zero-shot transfer (Wang et al., 2022)

■ Pros
◻ Does not require any questions created for event types or argument roles
◻ Can extract arguments for all possible argument roles at one time

■ Cons
◻ Cannot leverage available annotations for question answering



Cross-type Transfer: Generation-based Event Extraction

■ Text2Event: translating natural language text to event structures with
controllable sequence-to-structure generation (Lu et al., 2021)
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record to labeled tree

linearize

DFS



Cross-type Transfer: Generation-based Event Extraction

■ Text2Event: translating natural language text to event structures with
controllable sequence-to-structure generation (Lu et al., 2021)
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Trie-based Constrained Decoding

Event Types
Argument Roles
Mention Strings



Cross-type Transfer: Generation-based Event Extraction

■ Text2Event: translating natural language text to event structures with
controllable sequence-to-structure generation (Lu et al., 2021)
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◻ More data efficient and can make better use
of supervision signals

◻ Effectively transfer knowledge across
different types

Transfer: first pre-train the model on source types, and
then fine-tune on the annotations of target types.



Cross-type Transfer: Generation-based Argument Extraction

■ Event type specific prompts, e.g., a template-based event type description,
can better guide the model to generate events/arguments (Li et al., 2021)
◻ All arguments for one event can be extracted in a single pass.
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Event trigger

Type-specific
Prompt



Summary – Cross-type Transfer
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Pros Cons
Semantic
Mapping

- Easy to setup;
- Require minimal resource;

- Difficult to find the globally optimal form to
represent the target types;

Question
Answering

Generation
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extract for one event type or argument role
at each time;

Generation



Summary – Cross-type Transfer
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Pros Cons
Semantic
Mapping

- Easy to setup;
- Require minimal resource;

- Difficult to find the globally optimal form to
represent the target types;

Question
Answering

- Can leverage large-scale QA datasets;
- Leverage the inference capability of pre-

trained language models;
- Does not require entity extraction for

event extraction task;

- Require template or auto-generated
questions as input, however it’s hard to
determine the optimal questions;

- High computational cost as it can only
extract for one event type or argument role
at each time;

Generation - Leverage the generation capability of
pre-trained language models;

- Computationally efficient: extract trigger
and all arguments in a single pass;

- Hard to control;
- Each type requires a carefully defined

template which is hard to tell whether it’s
optimal or not;



Cross-lingual Transfer: Language Universal Resources

■ Leveraging “silver standard” multilingual annotations from Wikipedia
markups (Pan et al., 2017)
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■ Self-training to propagate labels
■ However, such training data is usually noisy



Cross-lingual Transfer: Language Universal Resources

■ Making DNNs more robust to the data noise by integrating language-
universal linguistic features (Zhang et al., 2017)
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Cross-lingual Transfer: Language Universal Resources

■ Cross-lingual Annotation Projection through machine translation, statistical
and neural word aligners, dictionaries, multilingual pretrained language
models, etc.
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Step 1: Machine
Translation

Step 2: Word
Alignment

Step 3: Project Gold Source
Annotations to Target Language

Step 4: Get Silver Annotations
for Target Language

Annotation Projection Transfer to Downstream Tasks

Multilingual Encoder

(Yarmohammadi et al., 2021)



Cross-lingual Transfer: Language Universal Resources

■ Performance of Zero-shot Cross-lingual Transfer w/ and w/o Data Projection
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Zero-shot cross-lingual
transfer w/o data projection

Data projection generally
helps, no matter which
machine translation or word
aligners are used

Performance on Arabic Information Extraction Tasks with Cross-
lingual Transfer (EnglishArabic )

(Yarmohammadi et al., 2021)



Cross-lingual Transfer: Language-agnostic Feature Representations

■ Learning language-agnostic semantic features – Multilingual Common
Semantic Space
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■ Hypothesis: Cluster 
distribution tends to be 
consistent across languages

(Huang et al., 2018)

■ Linguistic-driven cluster
consistency across languages
is more beneficial to
information extraction



Cross-lingual Transfer: Language-agnostic Feature Representations

■ Leveraging language-universal structural feature representations, e.g.,
dependency structures
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◻ Dependency substructures covering 
trigger and arguments are similar across 
languages (Subburathinam et al., 2019)

◻ Pros

■ Agnostic to language word order

■ Capturing long-distance arguments

◻ Cons: GCNs struggle to model words with 
long-range dependencies or are not 
connected in the dependency tree



Cross-lingual Transfer: Language-agnostic Feature Representations

■ Learning language-agnostic feature representations with adversarial training
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Word-level Adversarial Training: project source language
words into the same semantic space of the target language

Sequence-level Adversarial Training: enforce the sequence
feature extractor to extract language-sharing sequential features

(Huang et al., 2019)



Cross-lingual Transfer: Language-agnostic Feature Representations

■ Leveraging language-agnostic feature representations from multilingual
encoders / language models
◻ X-Gear (Huang et al., 2022) : Leverage a multilingual pre-trained generative language

model to generate events based on language-agnostic templates
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Zero-shot
Cross-lingual
Transfer

Language agnostic



Cross-lingual Transfer: Language-agnostic Feature Representations

■ X-Gear: Cross-lingual Zero-shot Transfer for Argument Extraction (Huang et
al., 2022)
◻ X-Gear consistently outperforms other approaches

■ CL-GCN: based on universal dependency structures,
■ OneIE/GATE: based on multilingual embeddings learned from pretrained multilingual

language models
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Continual Learning for IE

■ How to mitigate the catastrophic forgetting?
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◻ Task-specific Adapter: incrementally adding task-specific tunable parameters for each
new task while fixing other parameters

◻ Experience Replay: store 𝐾𝐾 exemplars from old tasks into a memory and replay them 
periodically to prevent model forgetting previous knowledge when it’s being trained on a
new task

◻ Knowledge Distillation: if a model extracts similar features or makes similar predictions
for the same input as the old model, we can assume it preserves the knowledge



Continual Learning for IE
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• Selecting the examples that are closer to the prototype of each old type
• Removing the examples that are far from the prototype of each old type

How to select
examples?

(Cao et al., 2020)

Knowledge
distillation

• Feature-level Distillation: encourage the new model to extract similar features for the same
input as the original model

• Prediction-level Distillation: encourage the new model to make similar predictions for the
same input as the original model

Eval Types

Attack

Attack, Meet

Attack, Meet,
Die



Continual Learning for IE

■ Episodic Memory Prompting (EMP): incrementally integrating the
representations of new labels for each new task
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(Liu et al., 2022)

type representations, which are
initialized by the event type names

prediction-level distillation

feature-level
distillation



Continuous Learning for IE
■ Knowledge Transfer (Yu et al., 2021)

◻ Event detection: inner product between a token embedding and type embeddings
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1. learn new type embeddings based on old types

2. learn new type embeddings from new instances

𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖: an inst. from new type
𝒄𝒄: the embedding of an old type

𝒙𝒙𝑖𝑖: embedding of 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 from BERT
𝑝𝑝(𝑐𝑐∅|𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖): how much 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 is different from old types

Self-training: encouraging the probability of each
instance from the new task over old types to be
consistent between the old and new models

Pseudo label dist. from old model Label dist. from new model

Old label embeddings

Inst. from new task

Downside: all these approaches require to store
exemplars from old tasks, which is not realistic

◻ Old New: Transfer old knowledge to new types by initializing the type embeddings for new types
based on learned types

◻ New Old: Use new data to update the knowledge of old model by self-training



Continuous Learning for IE

■ Knowledge Transfer Improves Learning on Old and New Types (Yu et al.,
2021)
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Old: old types learned in previous stages
New: new types learned in this stage
New Rare: new types with fewer than 120 training mentions

• Comparing with baseline (KD+R),
Knowledge transfer improve performance
on both new and old types

• More improvements on rare new types, 
showing that sharing knowledge can help 
learning long-tail events

Old

New

New Rare
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